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 空间权独立价值之研究  
 
ABSTRACT 
With the increasing development of urbanization, the utilization method of land 
has turned into tri- dimensional exploration from surface use, the space resources 
have extensively been used all over the world, and, as a consequence of which, space 
right has come into being. “Space right” refers to an abstract generalization of the 
varieties of rights set within certain space with the performance of integration of 
tri-dimensional rights that may be subject to registration announcement; space right is 
both of new property right and of real right that sustain effect of control and 
domination over specific space. In face of the fact that space resources have been 
widely used, the traditional right system upon land is increasingly challenged; it both 
has become extensively discussed controversy in the academia and represents the 
essential difference among the legislations of space right in different countries that 
whether space right is a kind of independent right or is just a function of existing right. 
In terms of the limits of the right, as the object of the right, space only covers a 
specific range of land and underground, does not include the upper and lower surface 
space as a subsidiary of the land, although our "Property Law" does not recognize the 
independence of the space right, in the face of the dispute arising from the practice of 
space right and the social and economic value thereof, through the analysis of 
independence of space right and the comparison with traditional rights upon land, the 
author believes that China should establish the right to independent legal status, the 
space right could be transferred by payment or allocation according to the different 
needs in space using, and permits the obligee recreate space right for further 
conditional transfer to promote the assignment of space right; in terms of the 
legislative pattern, based on the present situation of legislation, China may adopt the 
pattern of creating slip laws and improving the basic laws, refining the rule system of 
space right both in substantive rules and procedural rules. 
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